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Euromate enables people to breathe pure air. For the improvement of indoor air 
quality we offer high-quality, contemporary products that effectively remove a 
broad range of pollutants. Years of experience, expertise and service orientation
allow us to provide effective air cleaning solutions to our (international) customers.

Models
The smoking cabin is available in four different models. Each model can be extended 
with options such as a lean-to support, footrest or poster display for (company) infor-
mation or marketing purposes. Our range of innovative tobacco applications does not 
consist of smoking cabins only. We also offer air cleaners, smoking tables and ashtrays 
to set up a professional smoking room.

Your authorised Euromate distributor:

Euromate reserves the right to make design changes. 050115/A

EUROMATE OFFERS 
ALL-IN SOLUTIONS FOR 
AIR CLEANING

Euromate has over 40 years of expe-
rience in the field of air cleaning. This 
provides in-depth knowledge of indoor 
air and removal of air pollutants.

For optimal use of the air cleaner regular 
maintenance by a professional is 
recommended. A service contract can 
be agreed with our sales organization. 
There are various maintenance agree-

ments possible, depending on the filter 
choice and the degree of air pollution.

SMOKE ‘N GO SMOKING CABINS

Create a pleasant environment for 
both smokers and non-smokers



Euromate offers a complete line of 
smoking cabins designed to assist in the 
removal of unwanted tobacco smoke and 
unpleasant odours: Smoke ‘n Go. Create 
an environment in which both smokers 
and non-smokers can work in harmony. 
Euromate offers the perfect
solution.

Smoking cabins
The freestanding, modular smoking cabin
can be installed everywhere. Inside your 
office, in a corridor, near the coffee corner or 
in a public area. Thanks to its unique filtration 
system the cabin not only removes tobacco 
smoke, it also improves the overall indoor air
quality, as the clean air is recirculated.

The smoking cabin purifies air efficiently and 
practically noiseless. The push-pull system in 
the roof of the cabin optimises the airflow 
and assures that smoke does not linger. 

The odourless ashtray has a capacity of 
several thousands of cigarette butts. Still-
burning cigarette and cigar butts disappear 
without a trace of smoke or annoying smells. 
This also enhances the fire safety in your
company. 

The automatic start/stop system ensures that 
air cleaning only takes place when someone 
is actually using the cabin, therefore you are  
saving energy.

Features 
 [ Unique four-phase filtration system
 [ Effective filtration
 [ Low noise level
 [ Modular (flexible) system
 [ Transparent design
 [ Freestanding unit; operates independently

Filter

99,9%
tobacco smoke from the air

The smoking cabin is available in

4
different models

 

A space where both smokers and
non-smokers are together, it is possible!

Advantages
 [ Fits any smoking policy
 [ Efficient and cost-saving
 [ Only requires small floor space
 [ Blends in well with its surroundings
 [ Odourless ashtray;  

no trace of smoke and smells

Always a suitable solution

The smoking cabin is available in various 
sizes and models. From Compact models 
for smaller locations to Plaza units for 
large designated smoking areas. To 
meet your specific requirements you can 
expand the smoking cabin with various 
options. The cabins can be placed at 
strategic locations, optimising the traffic 
flow within your building. 

Elegant design
The smoking cabins blend in perfectly
with virtually any environment thanks to
their stylish and elegant design. The transpa-
rent walls are made of safety glass. It creates 
pleasant open feeling for smokers, so they 
do not feel left out.

Efficient and cost-saving
Those in need of a quick cigarette break
do not need to go outside; instead they
can stay near their workplace. It does
not only save time, the costs per smoker
are also lowered. Thanks to its compact
design, the smoking cabin hardly takes up 
any expensive floor space.  

Your benefit
Staff can remain in the vicinity of their 
workplace during their cigarette break, 
which promotes a good atmosphere at work 
and increases productivity. An innovative 
appliance, such as the smoking cabin, 
benefits a good smoking policy. It 
strengthens your company image, 
demonstrating that you take all your staff, 
smokers and non-smokers, seriously. The 
smoking cabins of Euromate have been 
tested exhaustively and are certified by the 
European ECN, German TÜV and BGIA 
institute on safety and efficiency.

Unrivalled performance

www.euromate.com

Smoke ‘n Go smoking cabins


